
THE DECOLONISATION OF ALGERIA

The Algerian War, also known as the Algerian War of Independence or the Algerian Revolution An important
decolonization war, it was a complex conflict characterized by guerrilla warfare, maquis fighting, and the use of torture.
The conflict.

He questions why an Islamic country such as Algeria, where wine is forbidden by religious law and whose
constitution proclaims the fealty of the people to Islam, should continue to keep such an important viticultural
area. However, Choi notes that the socialists attempted to build a unified France with multiple ethnically and
culturally distinct repatriate communities. For a decade viticulture was neglected in terms of investment and
the reconstitution of ageing vines, and as a consequence yields declined. These include "domesticating" the
structure of the society and the economy, the latter to involve a reduction of its export orientation and an
increased focus on domestic food needs and other local requirements. But after the end of the Second World
War, the country witnessed a series of demonstrations by nationalists calling for independence. Figure 1 and
Table 1 show continuous decline in area under vines since , partly compensated for by the increased planting
of vines for table grapes and for raisins. A further serious problem stemming from this neglect and from the
reduced sales in the French wine market at premium prices was the lack of profitability. However, these were
not the only communities to be naturalised. Further, the area converted to cereal and dairy products would also
result in lower imports from France. However, this seemed an almost impossible task as the French had
organised the delivering of goods abroad and Algeria were without the means to take on such a task with so
little money. The targets stated for I. A recent set of indices of production displays the sharp contrast between
wine and other agricultural crops. A final and major problem is posed by the social costs which would be
incurred by the substitution of vines by other crops which require lower labour inputs; The oft-quoted figure
of viticulture accounting for more than half of the work-days in the modern agricultural sector was still being
claimed for by Benhouria, who stated that 30 million days' work out of the 62 million days worked in the
autogestion sector were in viticulture. In the same period some 9, hectares of vines were cleared. Such a
phased reduction in imports would give Algeria time both to reduce production and to seek alternative
markets. Essay Topic: France Sorry, but copying text is forbidden on this website! As a result , hectares would
have been released from vines for alternative replacement crops. It's votes counted towards France. The
resulting ageing of the vines threatened a decline in yields. In fact, during the decade following the Algerian
War, many in France viewed the repatriates unfavourably as those who had abandoned Algeria and had chosen
France. Although wine exports to West Germany and other E. While production fluctuates from year to year
according to weather conditions, the general trend has been downward from in excess of 12 million hectolitres
in the mids to 2. This article traces the history and memory of the harki community, from being represented
externally by governments, pied noir, veteran and Algerian elite associations to internal representation by
activists within the harki community. Previously, France had viewed itself as a significant power within
Europe and indeed the world due to its acquisition of large colonies and the power it attained from ruling these
countries. The possibility of effecting such a programme was increased in with the creation by the Ministry of
Agriculture and Agrarian Reform of two bodies, the Institut de la vigne et du vin I. II - Post-independence
marketing problems Fig. Decolonisation also includes the diversification and multiplication of trading partners
and of commodities traded. A detailed year-by-year programme was offered by Blanc to give a phased
reduction from , hectares of vines in to , hectares in plus a further 30, hectares under young vines not yet in
production. However, it took a long time for many immigrants to feel at all welcomed by the French; many
people held grudges against the Algerians because of the unwanted yet unavoidable reminder of their tense
history that arrived with them. French increase Taxes - Approx. The very marked reduction in wine production
by the late s was only marginally caused by this change-over from wine grapes to other types. A more
ambitious "co-operative" scheme was offered by Zeller, who argued that the s' wine production and trading
altercation between France, and Algeria would result in the destruction of productive capital in Algeria and the
creation of "marginal" productive capital in France. Between and Aoufs scheme proposed that 76, hectares of
vines would be cleared, mostly in the autogestion sector, and 26, hectares of new vines, half for non- wine
products, would be planted. Altogether Algeria could expect to export to the EEC 1. Following a
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seven-and-a-half-year war against France, Algeria officially became independent in  The Jewish population of
Algeria has also been a rich area of research in recent years, particularly with the work of Sarah Stein who has
shed light on the case of the Sephardic Jews in Algeria. The General clearly hoped that the Algerians would
not choose full independence but rather the option of remaining associated with France, the latter retaining its
prerogatives over the Algerian economy, education system, defence and foreign affairs. Later in the year this
Ordinance was partly lifted Maghreb Digest,  However, the later chapters necessarily involve the Muslim
communities who were also repatriated, namely the harkis who fought for France during the Algerian War and
also considers the context of the Muslim migrants who sought work in France and later brought their families
to settle in the metropole. The Director-General of the I. But, as Choi highlights, ultimately this was of little
significance to the harkis. In the area of vineyards for wine production was still , hectares and production was 
Without such blending anything up to 23 million hectolitres of French annual wine production would be
downgraded and potentially unsaleable.


